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LIGHTSTONE

FLOORLIGHT
LIGHTING DESIGN
IN NEW DIMENSION

LightStone offers outstanding 
lighting design for interior and 
exterior applications using 
concrete, the international 
design world’s most interesting 
material, offered in a variety of 
colours and surfaces.

LightStone is perfectly suited 
for projects in public spaces, 
shopping malls, and parking lots 
as well as private client projects 
such as doorways, terraces, 
flooring, pool edge lighting, and 
lights for ceilings, walls, and 
stairways.

The areas of application for 
the LightStone are honestly 
neverending!
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LightStone
We all know how expensive outdoor lighting can be and the negative 
effect water can have on your project making it look old and worn. 
Replacing the lamps can not only be difficult and expensive, but will also 
have a limited lifespan.

The Austrian based LCT Limited created a solution for these problems, 
LightStone. Long lasting, fully waterproof, quick and easy installation, 
and cost effective, LightStone satisfies the most demanding designs.

LIGHTSTONE – THE DURABLE DESIGNLIGHT

THE EXECUTION 
After nearly ten years of research, LightStone has become a reality. Easy 
to install, LightStone offers you numerous design ideas with available 
sizes 40cm x 40cm, 40cm x 20cm and 20cm x 20cm. Guaranteed fully 
Waterproof (IP68) and fitted with state of the art LED lamps, LightStone 
is the right choice for all your needs.

TECHNOLOGY
LightStone lamps have a patented core of synthetic PMMA, which 
resists weather as well as ultraviolet light. This core is pre-produced in 
an industrial manner, equipped with a LED lamp system fitting to its 
innovative shape, which could be replaced at any time easily and fast.
The plate itself is made of SCC concrete in coloured grains. 

Detail: Pool edge done with white LightStone in glossy polished finished.



LIGHTSTONE
LightStone is available in the following colours: white, grey and anthracite. Custom colours can be 
produced by request (minimum order required). The Surface of LightStone is sanded and then carefully 
sandblasted. For that reason LightStone is easy to clean and particularly suitable for areas of high 
demand to slip resistance.

LightStone is suitable for terraces, garden paths, arcades, all outdoor areas and even sidewalks and 
doorways. It can be produced either in a polished or sanded finish and even be used for interior design. 

Advantages of the LightStone
• elegant design 
• remarkable light effects 
• weather-resistant and long lasting 
• durable and slip-proof 
• frost and de-icing salt resistant 
• easy to clean and to care

LightStone colour tones (from left) grey, yellow earth, anthracite and red.

LIGHTSTONE CLIENTS EXAMPLES OF LAYING
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